Engagement of UDYAMA with multiple stakeholders are as follows:

UDYAMA is working with the Department of Agriculture, Government of Odisha and ICRISAT towards science-led livelihoods and accelerating production and productivity, soil mapping, and crop planning with added demonstration, capacity development where DDAs of Nayagarh, Boudh, and Jagatsingpur are the nodal officers and support from DDAs & communities are immense.

- There has been a good demonstration of pigeon pea for an area of 500 hectares, groundnut 200 hectares, and paddy for an area of 100 hectares at Boudh.
- In Nayagarh, there will be sixty demos, and for Jagatsingpur, 100 demonstrations done in collaboration with DDAs.
- Besides above, we have a good convergence in sustainable livelihoods & fair climate initiatives with DDAs, Bolangir, & Nabarangpur, Nayagarh and more demonstration are being undertaken.
- UDYAMA has contributed a lot for sensitization, training, orientation, facilitated thematic discussion on broad-based livelihoods, partnership, WASH, Education, migration with climate change and emerging development, SDGs in the district.
- DDM of NABARD from Nayagarh & Bolangir are supporting for promoting FPOs with added skill building and building collectives and marketing of Agro Products.
- Research and Technology Transformation with India Water Partnership (Global Water Partnership) with host organizations WAPOCOs.
- Climate adaptation & Innovation with CANSA & IGES Japan, CTCN, Climate Technology Change Network as an extended technical wing of UNFCC and UDYAMA as one of the observers to UNFCC.
- For DRR and risk reduction with Global Network for Civil Societies for Disaster Risk Reduction (GNDR) & member of National Focal Point and South Asia & Member of UNISDR.
- Food, Nutrition, & livelihoods Resilience with Sustainable Food Systems powered by FAO and UNEP - Under SCP-10YFP now it is One Planet Network & Integrated Natural Resource Management with WOCAT & UNCCD.
- Micro-Watershed & Resource conservation under micro project with WOTR & INNEC & NABARD has awarded a micro watershed in Dasapalla block of Nayagarh.
- Promoting Farmers Producers Organisation, institution building, Marketing linkage establishment with NABARD & guided by SVA & FICCI.
- For sustainable livelihoods & fair climate and Post harvest & Agri-business, ICCO Netherlands.
- Promotion of Green Energy Solar water lift, Village Solar-Lighting with CLEAN & MNRE.
- Skill Development & placement with Vision Net media accredited with NSDC/SMART, FVTRS, Youth International Centre.
- There is a possibility of CSR co-financing with other corporates as UDYAMA has strong partnership/accreditation with IICA, TISS-CSR Hub, UN Global compact.